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“Don’t worry about
the one who is listening.
Be terrified of the one
who is there… watching.”
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STORY
PREMISE
One man receives a package in
the mail from his mother. He
knows that it means facing
something that he's always
denied. In a life of assumed selfsabotage, he knows that
something else dealt a hand, but
for some reason, he has never
wanted to face it.
There is something in his
memory. It's the same thing that
speaks to him in his mind. It's
the same presence that follows
him in the shadows. Now, he
has no choice but to face his
psychological leach that refuses
to let him go...
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THE LORE
CaCO3 is a short film that changes everything we thought we knew
about the alien invasion/abduction and UFOlogy in general. The
watchers from another world really are much more intelligent than
we could ever fathom. Everything that you've heard, and
everything that you think you've seen that is typical of the
"common" alien mythos is completely false. There are no bright
lights, electrical interference, unidentified flying objects. Visitors
from another world wouldn't dare show themselves to us. They're
not that clumsy, and as we sit here watching videos of formation
flying, irregular zipping of foreign objects in our skies, we have to
realise none of them are real.
"Humans have been inventing their own alien invasion from the
very moment we realised that there was life beyond this planet.
What they don't see are mysteries that are right there in front of
them. They might not be as dramatic, and they might not be as
interesting from the outside, but if you go deep, you will find that
the most mundane practices of humankind are influenced by the
presence and hidden guidance of aliens."
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THE FILM
Andy Lewin and Stephen Radford have been here before. Having
spent three months in 2012 writing a feature screenplay (of which
the title still remains a mystery due to its tie ins with the mythos of
CaCO3) these two film fanatics decided that after two years, it was
time to go for a practical objective: to make a short film.
Before CaCO3, their interest in film had been pretty much all
theory. The ultimate test was to see if the collaboration would only
look good on paper. Did these two have the chops to actually work
on a film, from concept to completion?
"We had a determination to make our science fiction feature way
back in 2012," explains Stephen, "but circumstances pulled us
apart. Since then I had always wondered if we would be able to see
a film through to completion. The feature we'd written had a lot of
moving parts: at least half a dozen actors, not including background
or bit parts, locations, technical experience of sound and image...
At the time it all seemed much bigger than us."
Rejoining after the two year gap, their enthusiasm and ambition to
make the feature had not wavered.
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THE FILM
That in itself was a rare thing to have as most projects (after a year
or two) lose their flavour. But not that one. Stephen noted that, "It
[the feature film] was what we called a "true" and unique spin on
the alien abduction phenomenon, dispelling all that had gone
before. It was still too big for our boots so we decided that we had
to make something... short... "

That something was a short film which at the moment of
conception was built on just one premise: "a man arrives home
with a paper bag. What's in that bag?“
This rather simple opening was the beginning of what would
eventually become a brand new spin on the imaginary friend
phenomenon with mythological ties to their original feature
project.
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THE FILM
"At first we had no intention of
tying the short with the premise
or mythos of the feature we had
written." Stephen admitted
however, "We were conscious
that whatever we made would
be
something
of
a
demonstration of similar themes
and style of our feature. It had
to support the raw nature of the
type of films we wanted to
produce. There were subtle
thematic flavours, but we never
expected it to turn into a
compatible appetiser to a much
larger meal.“
When it comes to influences,
the genre that most aspiring
filmmakers and film enthusiasts
turn to is the horror genre. Near
enough every film made in film
studies in college carried a strain
of horror. Suspense is a thrill
ride and the idea of being able
to return to the genre with
everything that we "think"
we've learnt from observing the
genre over the last few decades
was an exciting thought.
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THE FILM
To begin with, Andy and I have both had roots in the past with the
paranormal and we had also a strong pull towards science fiction more specifically, science fiction that put a new spin on what
everbody expects from that convention. In film science fiction and
horror have always worked well together - both an exploration of
the unknown both external and internal. Writing Projection was
just that. CaCO3 follows on from that thought, expands on the
mythos that links the uncommon element of both horror and
science fiction, binding them together as one.
So we landed on the idea that blended Imaginary friends and alien
observation of the human race.. Does it give us pause to look at
what we believed to be imaginary friends? Could they have been
something else?
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CASE CaCO3: CHALKFACE
This
case
concerns
an
anonymous
child
whose
imaginary friend grew with him
within a difficult home.
The mother - so it was said - had
severe mental health issues.
Chalkface found much of his
growth
and
development
mirrored that of the mother
more than what was projected
through from anonymous as a
child. His mother may have
known about Chalkface, but for
some reason anonymous forced
himself to forget that he ever
existed.

Chalkface became attached
beyond rejection however
fulfilling the role as a silent
parent of his subconscious,
however bringing about many
of the mother's destructive
behaviours. Chalkface was
possessive,
refusing
any
chance of happiness unless it
was coming directly from him.
This is his story...
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IMAGINARY FRIENDS
The idea that imaginary friends
are the by-product of an alien
experiment is a wild concept in
itself. The concept is quite
simple: any infant who “invents”
an imaginary friend has the
potential of attachment beyond
the rejection stage – usually
prior to high school age. But
what if after the time of
rejection, the imaginary friend
decides to remain with them?
Imagine if this was a real
circumstance, that this was
somehow possible in this reality.
We would have a need to be
there to find out how to
understand
and
hopefully,
someday, intervene with means
of preventing psychological
damage that could affect a
person for an entire lifetime.
As you might imagine, it would
be incredibly difficult to find
cases where extra-terrestrial
experimentation is a direct
cause and effect for the
presence of an imaginary friend.
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IMAGINARY FRIENDS
Most cases would simply be
discarded though the believe
that
the
attachment
is
psychological, and is coming
from a child's over active
imagination. Then there are the
cases where the imagination of
the child blur with that of a
perfectly ordinary experience
with an entity that simply
detaches, leaving the child to
live a normal and uninterrupted
childhood through to adulthood.
These are ideas that are there to
make you think, but imagine if it
were possible?
Are imaginary friends created by
the child or is there something
else there?
It's been explored in storytelling
before, with imaginary friends
being linked to voodoo,
paranormal
and
spiritural
practices, but what if they were
all way off? What if the origin
was extra-terrestrial in nature?
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BEHIND THE MASK
ORIGINAL CONCEPT

The story evolved fast and furious with
the idea of having a character
encounter / or uncover the mystery
behind his imaginary friend. Soon we
had our theme and a specific genre:
psychological horror.
It didn't take long before we moved
away from our image of a childlike
Doctor Chalkface, with lollipop in hand
and an arm like a broken slinky. The
idea changed just as the dummy and
costume pieces were being put into
place. the mask was also made up
until the eyes stage, and we had fully
intended to finish it off with a mouth, a
nose... a stethoscope and a big
oversized tie, but we suddenly hit
upon a thought.
It came in a shot: Chalkface was not a
construct of the child but a biologically
engineered shadow surrogate that
was put in place by alien entities as a
part of a great experiment:
To have alien entities growing up
alongside human children. The idea of
seeing how a child would react to
something that only they could see as
a means of preparing children for the
possibility of seeing aliens in their
lifetime.
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BEHIND THE MASK
The experiment would also see how
children lean towards or repel away from
the presence of an imaginary friend.
Therefore Chalkface would be the product
of a child’s imagination. As an alien entity
, he would grow into an assumed vision of
the assigned child. The child grows to an
age when it is expected that he/she will
reject the imaginary friend and integrate
him/herself into a state of human social
standard of reality. Here. In this story
explores what happens if that alien
imaginary friend chooses to remain
despite being ignored and excluded from
the child’s life.
This meant a whole new rewrite making
little adjustments – the idea of the
imaginary friend concept stayed but we
pulled back on the creature design. We
took out the slinky and the lollipop. We
stripped the character back as if he was
incomplete. He was a project that was
abandoned, left without detail. Mentally
however, the character grows alongside
the boy through to adulthood, sabotaging
everything in his way of remaining close
and exclusive as the only friend our main
character had.
The costume being simple meant that I
could also get in and out of the costume
while at the same time, we could dress
the dummy whenever we needed it in a
flash.
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BEHIND THE MASK
We kept the eyes and the white bio-medical overalls became the main
costume. We really went back to basics with this character. We were evolving.
We wrote the script alongside the creature design which enabled us to do two
things: A. change the character depending on what we had written and 2.
alter the script depending on what we were achieving with the ongoing
creature design. In a way we couldn't have written the script that we had
without both parties working parralel.
I had to not only get into the costume with the mask
on but the dummy had to have the same mask
attached to its bodice. The trouble with the mask
(which we were able to remedy with the inquisitor
head later on) was the lack of eye vision. We wanted
the mask to not look like it had eye holes in any way,
but as we started filming we knew we needed
something. I added a pin prick hole in the corner of
one eye. Already this changed the way it looked
(giving Chalkface conjunctivitis for the sake of me
seeing what I was doing). Was I able to see through
that little hole? Nope.
The shoot was all about guess work within the suit but that in turn added to
the character. Chalkface was abandoned by his child host early in his
development. I adopted a "touch for sight" technique to his character... and
with rubber gloves on, it made it look that extra bit creepy.
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THE INQUISITOR
The inquisitor (the listener at the beginning and end of the film) came about
later in the game. Because his presence was in prologue and epilogue, the
rest of the story was not in any way impacted. The design of the inquisitor
was very specifc. We weren't dealing with an entity drawn from the
imagination of a child. It wouldn't have any stunted development. It would
have eyes, nose, mouth... and as I was the one who would adorn the head,
that was all I could ask for.

We had to make a mask that was
beyond what was expected of the
usual "papier mache". We had to take
it to the limit. We hadn't the
experience with latex or other rubber
mask making materials so however
we did it, we needed to convince
ourselves and the viewers that what
they were seeing was not crafted out
of glue and paper.
"I was determined not to make
another "chalkface" mask. I should be
able to evolve the design by adding
texture, shading and tone, character
and most importantly, eyes."
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THE INQUISITOR
The mask had the usual interior base: the plastic skull, the yellow
mask template and a ski mask. The ski mask would become a
perminant internal feature to the mask allowig it to be tightened
around the head for a much easier fit.
"The chalkface mask, other than being tight fitting due to shrinking
through drying was not a comfortable fit. We made sure that the
inquisitor was at least two sizes to big but kept the ski mask inside
to tighten it manually if needed. It worked brilliantly.

The mask head went through
many stages and incarnations
before we got it right for what
we really wanted. Using extra
forms and working with a more
structured approach brought
about some interesting results.
The eyes were in particular a
tricky challenge. Not only was it
hard to get the eyes inset but it
was especially tricky to get them
look like they had some kind of
16
flesh surrounding them.

FILMING MEMORIES
FILMING WITHOUT LIGHT AT THE HEIGHT
OF BRITISH SUMMERTIME
We shot CaCO3 right at the very heights of the British Summertime. That
meant that the sun didn't set until 9:30, giving us another 30 or so minutes
to wait for pitch black conditions. Now, shooting in the middle of summer is
great. You have the fair weather, certainty of dry shoots when you need
them and most of all, lots of light! We however wrote a short that was to be
filmed almost entirely in the dark. We knew we could not carry off day for
night without compromising many aspects of the visual feel (lighting control
had to be just right, although we did struggle to bring light into the world of
CaCO3, we were happy to work with a black slate rather than find ways to
make the film darker.
We often wondered why we decided to make a film set in complete darkness
right in the middle of summer. Night would last from 10pm until 4am. In the
winter, you can get as early as 3pm and still be dark about 8am I believe. A
winter shoot would have been much easier.
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FILMING MEMORIES

We could only shoot for two or so hours at a time too – the restriction being
that Andy had a fair drive back home, and we at this stage still have daytime
responsibilities. No doubt, if we only had the filmmaking going we would
have done the shoot right through until 4am in the morning, but for our
tireless schedules, getting past half after midnight was a challenge in itself.
It took 5 complete nights and three partial nights, with many shots also done
in the darkness of the garage and under a blanket within the living room to
get those prop shot close-ups, so we used our magic where possible to
suspend the illusion.
When October comes, we will be able to show you the finished film. It goes
to show that when it comes to the time of year, the challenges that come
with making things work can prove not only your commitment to a project
but to how well you work with restrictions in the hopes that you can find the
art behind your ideas. Keep watching and remember… they may still be with
you.
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EDITING: WITH ANDREW LEWIN
“So, you’ve been part of a great
creative experience. You’ve helped
write and starred in a movie that you
feel could be something great.
What’s there left to do?”
“Make into a sequence of moving
pictures that will allow an audience
to understand the narrative you wish
to tell. How hard can that be?”
“The most difficult part (for me) in
the editing process is cutting parts
that look amazing, but just don’t suit
what you need. When you’re littered
with literally 100’s of clips, you lose a
lot of great clips. Also, continuity is
key. We had a great close in shot of
the inquisitor reaching behind him
(or her) self and picking up the radio
devise thatI edited in between a long
shot that showed the entire action.”
“Unfortunately,
upon
careful
inspection, Stephen (who played the
inquisitor) had used the wrong hand
in picking the device up in the close
up shot. Straight into the bin it
went.”
“These little momentary lapses in
concentration on set could have led
to some amusing playbacks if it
hadn’t been noticed in the edit.”

“Another great point is the use of
sound effects. A lot of the ambient
sound taken from the camera
couldn’t be used due to me and
Stephen and the inability to be
quiet (budding movie makers are a
giddy bunch). Trying to source the
simplest of sounds i.e. a box landing
on a car seat, a gate opening, a car
door opening/closing and then
integrating it into the film took
hours of patience. Editing CaCO3
has been an incredibly interesting
and rewarding experience and
something I hope to be doing a
great deal off in the future. Perhaps
a daytime shoot though.”
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THE FILMMAKERS

Stephen is a highly motivated,
passionate writer who also dabbles
in web design, graphic art, as well as
podcast host, film enthusiast and
odd-jobs-man, in front and behind
the production curtain. He has the
ability to vary his style to suit
multiple "writing venues" from short
stories, screenplays, radio scripts and
even advertorials campaigns. Most
recent short films have seen him
evolve his music ability and plans to
bring about more music in future
projects.
His
professional
development
includes
an
outside-the-box
approach and believes that the
learning never stops, and neither
does his need bring story to life.

Andy has always been a magnet to
the iron of film bringing about past
skills from film production, and
website design. His background is
firmly set within the music industry
having played professional for over a
decade. His skills have brought him
to bring music to the lives of many
others through practical guidance
through tuition.
Andy has a passionate and natural
feel to film editing and approaches
production hands on. An avid writer
as well as a consummate artist in
front and behind the camera.
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CREDITS

Year: 2014
Colour: B&W and Colour
Genre: Science Fiction
Region: N/A

Duration: 24:19
Frame: 1920x1080
Rate: 25 fps
Audio: 2 Channel stereo
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